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Abstract. We present Summary++, the model that competed in
NLPCC2018’s Summary task. In this paper, we describe in detail of the
task, our model, the results and other aspects during our experiments.
The task is News article summarization in Chinese, where one sentence is
generated per article. We use a neural encoder decoder attention model
with pointer generator network, and modify it to focus on words attented
to rather than words predicted. Our model archive second place in the
task with a score of 0.285. The highlights of our model is that it run
at character level, no extra features (e.g. part of speech, dependency
structure) were used and very little preprocessing were done.

Keywords: Text summarization · Sequence-to-sequence · Pointer
Coverage

1 Introduction

Text summarization is the task of producing a short piece of text from a long
one while preserving main information [1]. Summarization is one of the eight
in NLPCC2018’s evaluation task. As one of the more traditional task in NLP,
it is still attracting a lot of attention and with advancements in deep learning
techniques, there are more opportunities for improvement. As information grows
rapidly, the time needed for a person to consume all these data is insufficient,
summarization is helpful by providing a short text helping reader decide if they
want to read the whole article. NLPCC’s summarization task focuses on Chinese
News articles, where research and support still lacks. The data is provided by
Toutiao.com which consist of News articles. Train and evaluation datasets are
provided to train the model and a test set is used to compare different models.

We participate in the task with our model Summary++, which is based of
the Pointer Generator Network [2] with modifications to obtain our results. In
the paper will focus on pre-processing of data, the model + modification and
hyperparameter tuning. We do not use any feature extraction tools and human
engineered features during pre-processing. We base our solution on character
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level so that we do not need to perform word segmentation. Our model is end-to-
end to keep reduce human involvement during training and testing. Experiment
results and other details will be followed in the paper, including improvement
at each stage and training time. Models are compared with Character-based
ROUGE-F metric [3].

The main contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:

1. We present our Summary++ which obtained the second highest score of 0.285
in NLPCC2018’s summary task.

2. We present a end-to-end solution for Chinese News article summarization.
3. Our model does not require word segmentation or any feature engineering.

1.1 The Summarization Task for Chinese News Article

The task description and data, provided by Toutiao.com, is a single sentence
summarization task for News articles. The summary is usually a general descrip-
tion removing all details and comes in one sentence. Figure 1 shows one training
point which contains one News article and its corresponding summary. The task
can be regarded as an sequence to sequence problem with the article as input
and summary as output. The standard model in deep learning for such task
is encoder decoder model. Challenges when using such model include accuracy
of word generated, out-of-vocabulary problem and repetition. Pointer generator
network [4], which we base our solution on, is a outstanding model for such
problems which incorporates both copying and generation mechanisms.

Fig. 1. Example of training data point. A article and its summary is provided. In
the figure, the News article is about a murder incident that involves one man hack-
ing another man to death at KFC. The article goes into deep detail of the incident,
including time, place and aftermath. The summary however is very general and goes
as follows, “Internet reports Shangqiu Henan hacking incident at KFC, police says two
mans conflict escalated into fight, two man are locals.”

When revising the data, we find some unusual datapoints, where the content
consist of only html tags or punctuation. We use regular expression to remove
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tags and continuous punctuations for both training and testing set. Another
dataset without summary was also provided but was discarded because such
data was not needed in our model.

The total number of datapoints is 50000 for training, 2000 for evaluation
and 2000 for testing. A only Chinese vocabulary list was provided with 2987
characters but we generated our own which includes digits, punctuation and
English words. The total number of unique tokens was 213789 and ones with
top 10000 frequency were used.

2 Summary++

In this section, we present our model in detail. We briefly describe the model we
use and focus on the modifications we did to improve performance.

2.1 Our Model

Our model is based of Pointer Generator Summarization Network, which has
a network that tell the decoder to use a generated word or a word that was
attended to. In our solution, we try our model the same way, but when we per-
form summarization on the test set, we remove the generation process, because
we find that the pointer network easily overfit the data and provided false facts
in the test results. Figure 2 shows decoding process during training.

The model is encoder decoder model with attention mechanism, pointer net-
work and coverage mechanism [5]. The encoder is a Bi-directional LSTM (BiL-
STM) which takes in a sequence of characters and outputs two final states and
one hidden states for each input character. BiLSTM is used in many state-of-
the-art models and shows promising potentials.

During decoding, A LSTM cell takes in the previous hidden states and con-
text vector as input, and outputs a current hidden state (also known as the
decoder state). Attention is a mechanism which shows the decoder which part of
the sequence to focus on while decoding. We can think of it as giving a weight to
each encoder hidden states. The attention weight is calculated as follows: 1. for
each token in the sequence, concatenate its corresponding encoder hidden state
with decoder hidden state to form a vector; 2. run the vector through a linear
transformation followed by a tanh; 3. run the output from the previous step
through another linear transformation followed by a softmax. We are able to
get a probability distribution for each word after the three steps.

The context vector is a state after considering all encoder hidden states and
attention. We can see it as a vector that is used to predict the next word.
It is calculated by multiplying the encoder hidden state of each token with it
attention weight, then adding together all these weighted state. The context
vector is project through a linear transformation to the size of our vocabulary.
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Fig. 2. Pointer Generator Network Model + Coverage that is used in our Summary++
system. During each decoding step, attention, coverage vector and generation proba-
bility is calculated to predict the next word.

Finally, a softmax is used to obtain the distribution of the next token. The
following equations show calculation of attention and context vector:

eti = vT tanh(Whhi + Wsst + battn) (1)

at = softmax(et) (2)

h∗
t =

∑

i

at
ihi (3)

where hi is the hidden encoder state and st is the hidden decoder state. vT , Wh,
Ws and battn are all trainable parameters. h∗

t is the context vector.
The coverage vector is a summation of attention during the decoding process.

For each token in the input sequence, its initial coverage weight is 0, that means
the token is not attended to. As the output sequence get decoded, coverage
increases for each token as it gets assigned attention weight. As a token get more
attention, it get more difficult to have higher attention scores. Such mechanism
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is used for preventing repetition in the output sequence. The coverage vector
is included in the calculation of attention. Coverage is the new attention is
calculated as following:

ct =
t−1∑

t′=0

at′
(4)

eti = vT tanh(Whhi + Wsst + Wcc
t
i + battn) (5)

ct is initialized to 0. The attention and context calculation is the same as Eqs. 2
and 3.

The pointer network outputs a scalar the tells the model to look at the
predicted token to look at a token that was attened to most. It can be seen
as a soft switch between two choices. The network takes in the context vector
and the decoder states and outputs a scalar for each token in the vocabulary.
The final vocabulary distribution is the weighted sum of predicted distribution
and attention of the input token. The switching scalar also known as generation
probability is calculated as:

pgen = σ(wh∗h∗ + wsst + wxxt + wdd + bptr) (6)

where wh∗ , ws, wx, and wd are trainable parameters. pgen is our generation
probability. Predicted distribution and final distribution is calculated as:

Pvocab = softmaxvocab(V ′(V [st, h∗
t ] + b) + b′) (7)

P (w) = pgenPvocab(w) + (1 − pgen)
∑

i:wi=w

at
i (8)

V , V ′ and b′ are trainable parameters.
The loss we use is negative log likelihood of each token in the output sequence.

We hope that by training, the probability of a suitable next token will have the
highest. Coverage does not converge unless a coverage loss is included. This is the
minimum between attention and coverage value, which slows down the gradient
descent process. Loss is show as below:

losst = − log P (w∗
t ) (9)

loss =
1
T

T∑

t=0

losst (10)

and loss with coverage:

losst = − log P (w∗
t ) + λ

∑

i

min(at
i, c

t
i) (11)

2.2 Character Embedding

For Chinese text we choose to operate at character level, thus leaving out the
need for segmentation. Each character is represented by a vector which is fed
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into the model. We find that segmentation introduces a large number of words
(token), such token is difficult to train due to the fact that data is not sufficient.
A lot of words appear on a few times even though they are everyday words.
Correlation of words become too sparse. Another reason is that we hope that
our model is a end to end model and not a pipeline type of model. Error in
pipeline can propagate along and a better solution would be minimize all errors
within one model. We also do not introduce any human engineered feature of any
kind (POS, DEP, etc). We believe that such feature are not a hundred percent
correct, thus causing the error to be enlarged in the model.

In the dataset, we do find some pieces of data that requires pre-processing.
Due to the fact that our model takes in the first 400 characters as input for an
article, some articles contains only tags and punctuation in the beginning, thus
causing the model to incorrectly identify crucial tokens in the model. We use a
regular expression to remove some text that does not look like news content.

2.3 Attention only Generation

When evaluating our model, we find that some summarizes contain some incor-
rect information. For example, we find that given a article about CBA players as

Fig. 3. Modified model, the whole vocabulary prediction part has been removed, the
whole generation process relies only on attention weights. The parameters are trained
using the full model but only these parts are used for summary generation.
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input, the output summary begins with NBA. After carefully analyzing the mat-
ter, we find that the problem is that predicted value is over confident. We find
that by removing the predicted vocabulary distribution, we can achieve optimal
results. Figure 3 is the model when in testing phrase. We directly use the word
that has the highest attention weight. This is similar to using neural network
as a copying mechanism, at each time step, we copy one word from the original
article. Different from directly copying, attention distribution was trained on the
full model hoping that correct words can be predicted.

3 Experiments

In this section, we describe in detail our experiment. We first discuss hyperpa-
rameter settings and results.

3.1 Hyperparameters and Training

Setting hyperparameters is one of the bigger challenges in our experiment. We
report ROUGE score on the evaluation set to compare different settings and
choose accordingly. We also compare the difference we using the original model
and our simplified model.

On Training Steps. We find that the model easily overfits, which means the
more training steps the more likely the model will overfit. We report F score on
ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L after some number of training to find the
optimal step size. Table 2 shows the relation between performance and training
step size (Table 1).

Table 1. ROUGE result on training step, we find that after about 100,000 training
step, performance seems to stagnate.

num training steps ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

11353 0.43 0.27 0.37

25791 0.44 0.28 0.38

109937 0.46 0.29 0.40

233769 0.46 0.30 0.40

392774 0.46 0.30 0.40

570743 0.46 0.29 0.40

ROUGE result on evaluation set does not tell us everything about the model.
High training step trigger repetition even when coverage is added. In order to
have a high ROUGE score and more readable summary, we choose the training
step to be around 110,000.
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3.2 On Encoder Decoder Max Size Min Size

We find another important factor in competing was setting encoder input size.
Due to hard-ware limitations, we were only able to increase encoder input size
to 400, that is only the first 400 tokens were taken. We find that smaller size
decreases the performance of the model. While sizes too large result in out-of-
memory error.

We also set the minimum decoder size to 15. After some observation, we
estimate the minimum length of summary is about 15 characters. We also try
other sizes such as 20 and 35, we find that performance is slightly worse than
15, so we choose 15 as minimum decoder size. We set the maximum decoder size
to 35. Increasing this size does not have any improvement as well.

3.3 On Attention only Summary Generation

We finally test the results of using pointer generator probability to switch
between generating the next word and using the attended character. We test the
vanilla approach and also the two alternate, where one uses only the attended
character and the other uses only the generated word. We operate our experi-
ment on the final test data and report the official ROUGE score

Table 2. ROUGE score when using different generation methods, Vanilla uses both
generated character and attention with a soft switch. Attention and Generation uses
either only the attended sum or predicted vocabulary.

num training steps ROUGE score

Vanilla 0.243

Generation only 0.270

Attention only 0.285

We also evaluate some example and find that even with the switch method, we
find some obvious mistake in the summary with generated summaries. Figure 4
shows some examples when using a switch between generation and attending.
When using attention guided summary, such problem do not appear.

Fig. 4. Examples of incorrect summary, the model is over confident starting with
“NBA” is a correct way to begin a summary.
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3.4 Final Results Compared in the Evaluation Task

We finally compare results with other team in the evaluation task. Our team
made second place on the score board. All methods are not disclose at the time
of writing, so this is reference to where our model stand in the task. Table 3
shows the top five on the leader board. Difference is rather small.

Table 3. Evaluation result on the final score board. Our mode Summary++ made
second place.

num training steps ROUGE score

WILWAL 0.2938

Summary++ 0.285

CCNU NLP 0.282

freefolk 0.281

kakami 0.278

4 Related Works

Summarization has been around for many decades [1,6], this paper focuses on
multi-sentence summarization where the task is to generate summaries with
multiple sentences. The task has attracted attention when a large multi-sentence
summary corpus was introduced [7].

Neural Extractive Summarization. The extractive approach is based on a
hypothesis that the main idea of a document can be summarized in a few phrases
or words in the document. Then the task of the summarization turns to find the
most important words in the document. The neural extractive approaches [8–10]
are mainly based on the CNN model and some of its deformations. The greatest
problem of this kind of approach is that the generated summarization may be
incoherent and inconsistent.

Neural Abstractive Summarization. The abstractive approach needs to
understand the meaning of the document, and then briefly summarize it by
a highly readable human language. For this target, the RNN/LSTM models
and some of their deformations are adopted to complete the neural abstractive
task [11,12]. Recently, some researchers have used the latest neural networks
model to summarize, such as the sequence-to-sequence model and attention
model.

Sequence-to-Sequence Models. Most of current state-of-the-art models are
based of sequence-to-sequence models which have gained many successes in
machine translation [13,14]. Attention [15], pointer network [4], coverage [5] and
controllable summarization [16,17] are some techniques adapted to the task of
summarization.
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5 Conclusion

This paper present our model in the NLPCC2018 summarization task. We mod-
ify the pointer generator network model to achieve SOTA results on the test set.
We show that the model can sometimes be over confident with its prediction and
we simplify the model to only using attended tokens. We also show that char-
acter level summary in Chinese language is not only possible but also practical.
Our model requires very little pre-processing and no human-engineered feature.
We believe that there is more potentials in the model.
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